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Detective stories tend to utilize certain binaries in the examination of crime, 

criminals, and society.  A few popular binaries include good/evil, right/wrong, 

lawful/unlawful, and order/chaos.  Most often, the protagonist detective in these 

stories is situated on one side of the binary (typically the good, right, lawful, and 

ordered side) while the antagonist criminal is positioned on the other (which would 

be the evil, wrong, unlawful, and chaotic side).  Yet, in the history of detective fiction 

and, as this essay will show, detective films, there have been numerous examples of 

the detective crossing binary lines, blurring the distinction between detective and 

criminal.   

 The most obvious examples of the detective as less than good, right, lawful, 

and ordered would be within the hard-boiled tradition of detective fiction, which in 

its cinematic incarnation has been connected with film noir.  As J. Kenneth Van 

Dover has pointed out, this later, hard-boiled tradition has been seen as ‚a deliberate 

revolt against the former,‛ classical detective tradition (Van Dover 22).  However, 

the severance of the hard-boiled, noir detective from the classical model is not 

complete, and certain similarities exist between the various hard-boiled detectives 

and the prototypical classical model.  There is also more variation within the noir 

tradition than simple categorizations such as Van Dover’s allow for.  This essay will 

examineseveral American films noir in an attempt to connect these detectives with 

their classical, literary predecessors while also clearly delineating four major 

detective types: the classicaldetective, the noir detective, the neo-noir detective, and 

what I will term the Detective of Necessity.  It will be shown that, while distinct, 

each of these detective types maintains certain connections to previous detective 

incarnations, particularly in their positioning outside of society.  Yet, with each new 
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incarnation, the distinction between detective and criminal becomes less clear, and 

the detective’s power to restore order to society is dulled.  

 Prior to the emergence of the hard-boiled tradition, the classical detectives (of 

which Sherlock Holmes is the most recognizable) attempted to uphold certain moral 

standards, follow mostly lawful procedures, and treat both their clients and their 

opponents with a bit of respect.  It is well known, for example, that Sherlock Holmes 

felt that his most powerful nemesis, Professor Moriarty, was evil to the core, yet even 

the dastardly criminal deserved praise for his ingenuity and mental capacity.  In 

‚The Final Problem,‛ Holmes describes Moriarty as ‚the Napoleon of crime,‛ as well 

as a ‚genius, a philosopher, and abstract thinker‛ who has ‚a brain of the first 

order,‛ and who is ‚an antagonist who was my intellectual equal‛ (Doyle 437).Also, 

no matter who the classical detective was entertaining at the time, it was always 

clear that a man such as Sherlock Holmes was on the side of the law, even when he 

did not agree with how Scotland Yard was handling a case.   

 Once the hard-boiled offspring of the classical detectives were created and 

film versions were made, it became clear that these noir detectives remained much 

more ambiguous in their affiliations than the classical detectives.  Sincenoir 

detectives are typically stuck somewhere ‚between lawful society and the 

underworld,‛ it is not always clear whether the noir detective is continually willing 

to uphold ‚proper‛ moral laws and cooperate with police (Borde and Chaumeton 

21).  Detectives such as Sam Spade or Phillip Marlowe are more interested in solving 

a case than in the procedures used to do so.  Gentlemanly conduct is the least of the 

noir detective’s concerns because he is much more interested in staying alive and 

solving a mystery at any cost.  In certain ways the actions of the noir detective more 

closely align with that of the criminal than that of the ‚good guys.‛   

 Due to the dual nature of the noir detective, these investigators live outside of 

the typical, domesticated society.  Separation from all other facets of society is also 

merged within thenoirdetective through a ‚tough, shell-like exterior‛ or a 

‚prophylactic toughness that was organized around the rigorous suppression of 

affect‛ (Breu 1).  Thus, the ‚heroes‛ of many film noir embody a ‚modernist and 

class-inflected rejection of the Victorian conception of middle-class white manliness, 

which was structured around a conception of manhood as an internal moral quality‛ 

(Breu 2).  For the filmicnoir detective, then, masculinity is not tied to the morality of 

one’s actions but to the results of those actions.  If morally responsible and upright 

actions won’t ‚get to the bottom‛ of a case, then those actions will not be used.  

Instead, the noir detective will lie, threaten, cheat, and steal in order to learn the 
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truth and solve a mystery.  Manners and pretenses, such as those used by Sherlock 

Holmes, are not in a hard-boiled detective’s repertoire.  For instance, Sam Spade 

would never tell his client, as Holmes does, that his ‚profession is its own reward‛ 

and to ‚defray whatever expenses *he+ may be put to, at the time which suits‛ the 

client best (Doyle 215).   

 Sam Spade (Humphrey Bogart), of course, is the ‚hero‛ of The Maltese Falcon 

(Huston, 1941) and a prototype of the previously described noir private investigator.  

Spade successfully traverses both the realm of the police and the underbelly of 

society without officially belonging to either.  The detective continually keeps 

himself at an emotional distance from the law and the criminals, and his ability to do 

so is highlighted aesthetically.  Spade is consistently framed and lit in such a way as 

to distinguish him from his counterparts within a scene.  As he is grilled by 

Lieutenant Dundy (Barton MacLane) and Detective Polhaus (Ward Bond), for 

instance, the two officers are foregrounded in shadows while Spade sits, center-

framed, illumined by a high key-light, reminiscentof a stereotypical interrogation 

room in cinematic police stations.  Later, as the titular falcon is unveiled, the three 

main criminals are framed around the bird as it is opened while reverse shots reveal 

Spade staring at the action by himself, on the opposite side of the table.  The 

implication in these shots is clear: Spade is not taken with the bird in quite the same 

way as the others (although he is definitely tempted, as noticed when he first gets 

the bird and squeezes his secretary’s wrist a bit too hard), and yet he is not treated as 

free of criminal suspicion by the police officers.  This ability to be within the 

company of either criminals or the law without belonging to either allows Spade to 

finally bring the two together; notice how every visible encounter between the police 

and the criminals takes place within the confines of Spade’s apartment.   

 Also, Spade does not hesitate to resort to physical and sexual violence when 

he deems it necessary.  The physical violence is most obvious in his disarming of 

both Cairo (Peter Lorre) and Wilmer (Elisha Cook Jr.), but the more subtle sexual 

violence takes place in his dealings with Miss O’Shaughnessy (Mary Astor).  In a 

scene in her hotel room Spade chastises her for attempting to buy him with money 

rather than trust, telling her that she has ‚tried to buy *his+ loyalty with money and 

nothing else,‛ to which she replies, ‚what else is there I can buy you with?‛  This 

exchange of dialogue is followed by Spade’s hands grabbing O’Shaughnessy’s face 

and kissing her on the mouth, physically implying that there is something else that 

she can use to buy his trust – sex.  Spade’s individualism and actions are in utter 

contrast to those of Victorian morality and indicate a completely different (and 
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modernist) set of values on display in film noir.  As seen in The Maltese Falcon, the 

noir detective blends the acceptable and the unacceptable in an effort to solve crime, 

doing so on his own terms.   

 An interesting connection to be made between the classical detective and the 

noir detective is the lack of personal history provided to these characters.  It is as if 

the characters were always and will always be detectives.  Thus, there is an anti-

social element to both the classical and noir detective that keeps them separate from 

everyday society.  Sherlock Holmes and Sam Spade are ‚created to solve problems,‛ 

and thus cannot function within the ordinary limits and expectations of the world 

(Van Dover, 27).  Detectives in this vein, then, are similar to other heroic, loner 

figures in both literature and film, such as the filmic Western hero or unattached 

Samurai.  All of these archetypes are stuck in a state of alienation from society and 

must be called into (or arrive just in time to) solve a dangerous situation before 

retreating again away from society after solving the problem.  Yet, most Western 

films made during the 1930s and 40s (which was the same time period as many of 

the noir films mentioned in this essay) consisted of heroes more in line with the 

classical detective who werenever in question of being morally impure or ‚two-

sided.‛  They always made their position clear and consistently sided with the law in 

both their deeds and words, even when possibly having some sort of unspoken and 

unresolved issue from their past that served as the cause for their alienation from 

society (as well as the cause for their prowess with a six-shooter).  

 D.O.A. (Maté 1950) clearly introduces a distinctive third type of detective who 

searches for clues and attempts to solve a mystery not for the fun of it (as Holmes 

does) nor for the payment that the case will bring (as those in the noirmode often 

do), but out of physical necessity.  This fourth type of detective breaks sharply with 

the classical model and more slightly with the noir model because he is a common 

man who has been wronged and can turn to no one but himself to solve the crime.  

Because of this, the third type of detective can be labeled the ‚Detective of 

Necessity.‛  With death a certainty, Frank Bigelow (Edmond O’Brien) transforms 

himself from a sexually confident businessman looking for fun into a desperate and 

angry detective who is not afraid to use harsh questioning and violence in order to 

fulfill his desire for answers.  In these ways his actions become similar to the noir 

detective (who also is not above violence and harsh questioning), only his confidence 

level and ability to sway his subjects does not match those of a Sam Spade or Phillip 

Marlowe.  Whereas a noir detective asks questions and leads suspects to answers 

without much trouble, Bigelow is constantly off-putting and his ability to solve the 
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crime relies much more on his physical abuse of victims (mainly women) rather than 

his mental capability.   

 Many of the answers that Bigelow is able to conjure from his witnesses are 

directly related to the physical violence that he inflicts on them, which is an action 

that the classical detective would have abhorred and one that the noir detective often 

did not employ.  It is actually a common action in both The Maltese Falcon and in The 

Big Sleep (Hawks 1946) for Humphrey Bogart’s character to steal a gun and then 

return it to its owner without ever having used the gun (Joel Cairo and Wilmer are 

both given their guns back by Sam Spade and Joe Brody is given his guns back by 

Phillip Marlowe).  Bigelow, in contrast, grabs women by the arm and whips them 

around a room, threatens to toss a woman over a balcony, and shoves a woman onto 

her bed after disarming her.   

 The difference between a character like Frank Bigelow and both the classical 

and noir detectives is also evident in the costuming of these characters.  Bigelow, 

once he becomes a ‚detective,‛ is disheveled in appearance with his tie partly 

undone and his hair often unkempt.  His appearance is such whether he is doing the 

questioning in a scene or if he is being questioned or beaten.  This visual cue 

signifies Bigelow as the desperate character as compared to those in the scene with 

him.  The classical detective would never been seen in public as untidily as Bigelow 

is (save for a crafty disguise employed by Sherlock Holmes), and the noir detective 

would only be dressed in this way if he were awakened in the middle of the night 

(as Spade was) or if he is on the wrong end of a surprise mob attack.  However, these 

short periods of disheveled appearance for the classical and noir detectives signals a 

very brief period when they arguably are not in control of their emotions or the 

environment.  In contrast, Bigelow is never in control of his external environment 

and is, in fact, never even in control of his internal environment, as evidenced by his 

inevitable death at the hands of radiation poisoning.  Thus, while Frank Bigelow is a 

detective, he is so in a much different way than his classical and other noir 

predecessors.   

 Another important difference between the Detective of Necessity and the 

previous detective models mentioned is the transformation that must take place 

between the pre-detective life and the detective life.  As mentioned above, both the 

classical and noir detectives embody detection as if they were born into the position.  

The Detective of Necessity is not this way.  For example, the jazz club scene in 

D.O.A. introduces Frank Bigelow to another world.  In fact, it could be said that this 

scene transforms Bigelow’s story from that of an ordinary citizen to that of a 
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detective.  Images during the jazz scene provide ‚otherness‛ that the film had, up to 

this point, refrained from showing.  This otherness is seen in the overtly adulterous 

intentions of the woman hanging on top of Bigelow (and the evil stare from her 

husband, both of which were, up to this point, playful banter), the faceless man who 

poisons Frank’s drink, and the all black jazz band.  All three of these images are 

prominently positioned during this sequence and framed at odd angles.  Probably 

the most disturbing images are of the band, not only because of the rapidity of the 

shots and canted angles used, but also because of the racist positioning of these 

African-Americans as ‚others.‛  The first images of the jazz club, which is clearly 

Bigelow’s initiation into the corrupt world of crime and murder, are a series of 

images depicting the band.  Multiple wide-angle shots of the band cut to close-up 

shots of the faces of different members of the band.  These close-ups are framed at 

either a low-angle or high-angle, further accentuating the otherness of the 

environment Bigelow has entered.   

 These images are very subjective to what a newcomer to the club would be 

experiencing and, as the only extreme close-ups in the sequence, provide the most 

intense manifestations of otherness and disorientation.  Again, this jazz scene 

provides a bridge between Bigelow’s ‚acceptable‛ life and his descent into a much 

less desirable one.  Bigelow’s appearance within the club marks his death sentence – 

a decline that he cannot escape from.  Even when Bigelow accepts the flowers from 

Paula after his night on the town and throws away the phone number that he 

acquired in the bar, his previous challenge to a monogamous relationship and his 

trepidation over commitment has led to his destruction.  Ultimately, then, it is 

Bigelow’s past life that keeps him distinct from the classical and noir detectives.  

Whereas the classical and noir detectives begin ‚every investigation as a clean slate, 

unmarked by prior personal or professional experiences,‛ the Detective of Necessity 

begins his investigation because he is marked by a prior personal or professional 

experience (Van Dover 28).  While the classical and noir detective ‚can detect because 

he is untouched,‛ the Detective of Necessity must detect because he has been touched 

by something or someone (Van Dover 28).   

 The idea of personal relationships and, in particular, romantic relationships, 

in the different detective worlds is something that could be delved into more.  It 

does seem that, for the most part, classical and noir detectives are relegated to a life 

of loneliness and isolation rather than that of love and marriage.  This is, in large 

part, due to the detective’s place as outsider.  For the classical model, the ‚detective 

is merely a life-support system for an approach to thinking about the disorder of 
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human affairs,‛ and this ‚approach always succeeds in restoring order, and the new 

order transforms the lives of the individuals affected…*but+ does not transform, or 

even affect, the detective‛ (Van Dover 27).  While the restoration of social order is 

not often provided in noir detective stories, the lack of change in the detective 

character remains commonplace.  In The Maltese Falcon, Spade may have fallen in 

love with Bridget O’Shaughnessy, but then again he may not have since his actions 

toward her are ambiguous, even as he hands her over to the police at film’s end.  In 

The Big Sleep, Phillip Marlowe fell in love with Vivian, but was not above flirting 

with every other girl that he encountered throughout the remainder of the film, and 

the relationship is still very new and uncertain at film’s end.  There are definitely no 

guarantees that Marlowe will be in any semblance of a monogamous relationship 

with Vivian as the film concludes.  In D.O.A., Frank Bigelow is non-committal with 

his girlfriend Paula, attempts to connect with other women, then attempts to re-

initiate his commitment to her after receiving flowers from Paula after his late-night 

jazz party.  However, as a consequence of his flirtation with the non-monogamous 

lifestyle, Bigelow is forced to keep his distance from Paula for the remainder of the 

film because he is poisoned, both literally and figuratively.     

 Indeed, for Bigelow it is actually his aversion to settling down into a 

community and marriage at the film’s beginning that leads him into the underworld 

of which he cannot escape.  If Bigelow were willing to listen to Paula and have a 

sustained conversation with her at the beginning of the film, he would have been 

able to talk with the dying man trying to warn him of danger early enough to save 

his own life.  As it is, however, he is too concerned with his own individuality to 

listen.  Yet, it is his descent into the underworld that allows him to solve a crime that 

the police would have completely overlooked.  Bigelow pays a price for the 

knowledge of the criminal world – death.  This is why, even though he ‚repents‛ of 

his initial timidity about his love for Paula, he cannot be saved in the end.  Bigelow 

has been too tainted to rejoin society at the end of the film.    

 Thus, none of these characters has the same story or the same love situation, 

but each of them (except possibly Marlowe) ends the film alone or dead.  Much like 

the prototypical Western hero, the noir detective obtains (or has previously 

obtained) some sort of stain that keeps him at a distance from the rest of the 

population.  As has been discussed earlier, the detective’s ability to straddle the line 

between good and sinister both enables and taints him.  His knowledge of the 

underworld ‚enabled him to pursue and catch the criminals that the police were 

unable to because, while the police may have possessed the power of authority, they 
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lacked the knowledge of the underworld to which the criminals – and the detective – 

belonged,‛ allowing him to ‚identify the criminals and stop them‛ (Gates 85).  

However, the ‚price for the ability to think like a criminal and to commit violence 

like a criminal is, like a criminal, to be distanced from ‘good’ society and the benefits 

of that society, including community, marriage, and family‛ (ibid).   

 It is now time to turn to the fourth category of detective addressed in this 

essay: the neo-noir detective.  Chinatown (Polanski, 1974), as one of the most critically 

acclaimed and studied neo-noir films, is an appropriate film to analyze in order to 

showcase the main alterations of the noir detective taking place during this 

transformation period.  Examination of the film reveals that Jake Gittes (Jack 

Nicholson) is introduced and set-up as a prototypical noir detective, yet the 

narrative of the film upends and alters these expectations continually.  Like the 

Spade and Marlowe noir prototypes, Gittes is able to figure out the case, but unlike 

those prototypes he is unable to actually do anything about it.  Early incarnations of 

the noir detective could do both.  Notice how Spade and Marlowe in the films from 

the 40s are able to neatly wrap up their cases with the calling of the police at the 

conclusion of the film.  Crime is solved, criminals are apprehended.  Gittes, on the 

other hand, only brings more harm to the situation when he calls in the police at 

film’s end.  He doesn’t understand the magnitude of Noah Cross’s (John Huston) 

power over the government in Chinatown until it is too late and Evelyn Mulwray 

(Faye Dunaway) is already dead.  Gittes is left with a case that can be solved, but 

which cannot be righted.  Thus, not only is he physically thwarted at almost every 

turn in the film, he is also mentally thwarted at the end.  Gittes cannot even use his 

mental superiority as a method to control his situation.  In fact, Gittes is almost never 

in control of any situation throughout the entire film. Every time he thinks that he 

has figured something out (i.e. - who is the real Mrs. Mulwray; who is responsible 

for the missing water; what Evelyn’s real motives are; that he can finally get 

evidence from Noah Cross; that the police will help the situation) he actually learns 

something different which twists his understanding of a situation in a different 

direction.  Elizabeth Ward argues that, while detectives in this neo-noir vein ‚share 

the independent spirit of their earlier counterparts, they differ in the extent to which 

they can control their situation‛ (Ward 237).  Whereas Spade and Marlowe are 

almost always one step ahead (except for the rare instances when they are either 

drugged or beaten in a dark alley), Gittes is one step behind.   

 This lack of foresight, along with his thinking that he knows more about the 

situation than he really does,is a continuation of the neo-noir prototype set up with 
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characters such as Mike Hammer (Ralph Meeker) in Kiss Me Deadly (Aldrich, 1955).  

Hammer’s vulnerability actually fluctuates throughout the narrative, but he does 

find himself in multiple near-death situations even though he is also portrayed as 

someone who can knock a man unconscious in seconds.  Hammer is unconscious 

near the beginning of the film and is hurled off the side of a cliff in his car; later he is 

taken prisoner and knocked unconscious again before being tied to a bed and 

drugged; further into the film Hammer is scalded by the radiation from the suitcase, 

shot in the stomach, and must flee a burning building at the conclusion of the film.   

 Thus, both Hammer and Gittes carry themselves as tough-guys who can 

handle and get themselves out of any situation, only to find themselves mixed-up in 

a situation that has too much power for them.  For Hammer, this is symbolized in 

the nuclear contents of the briefcase while, for Gittes, it is his inability to stop Cross 

from doing anything.  Both Gittes and Hammer only really understand the 

magnitude of their situations as the final frame of the film ends and realize that they 

are powerless to stop the situation due to more dominant forces.  Hammer learns 

this when Pat Murphy tells him about the real contents of the package and Gittes 

learns this when he is told very frankly that there is nothing he can do because ‚it’s 

Chinatown.‛  Hammer and Gittes, therefore, offer the appearance of the classic hard-

boiled, noir detective without the guile and foresight of a Spade or a Marlowe.  It can 

even be argued that these two detectives may be considered to have more of a 

detective façade rather than actual qualities of the classical noir protagonists.    

 Ultimately it can be noted that while each detective incarnation maintains the 

detective’s inability to connect with society, each new incarnation provides the 

detective less control over societal interaction.  Thus, while the classical detective is 

able to restore societal order, the Neo-Noir Detective and the Detective of 

Necessityhave no ability to control criminal outcomes.  In addition, each detective 

model offers less and less clarity in distinguishing good and evil, right and wrong.  

While the noir, neo-noir, and Detective of Necessity detectives all share traits with 

criminals, each model becomes less and less associated with the law.  By the time 

neo-noir overtakes the earlier semblances of detective films, the notion of law and 

societal order is so confused as to almost be non-existent.  In a world of confused 

and shifting binaries, the art of detection becomes more difficult.  This brief 

examination of detective noir suggests, then, that the more confused the line 

between right and wrong, good and bad, lawful and unlawful, and detective and 

criminal becomes, the harder it is for detectives to bring order tosociety.   
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